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Accurate Respiration Measurement Using
DC-Coupled Continuous-Wave Radar Sensor for

Motion-Adaptive Cancer Radiotherapy
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Abstract—Accurate respiration measurement is crucial in6
motion-adaptive cancer radiotherapy. Conventional methods for7
respiration measurement are undesirable because they are either8
invasive to the patient or do not have sufficient accuracy. In ad-9
dition, measurement of external respiration signal based on con-10
ventional approaches requires close patient contact to the physical11
device which often causes patient discomfort and undesirable mo-12
tion during radiation dose delivery. In this paper, a dc-coupled13
continuous-wave radar sensor was presented to provide a noncon-14
tact and noninvasive approach for respiration measurement. The15
radar sensor was designed with dc-coupled adaptive tuning archi-16
tectures that include RF coarse-tuning and baseband fine-tuning,17
which allows the radar sensor to precisely measure movement with18
stationary moment and always work with the maximum dynamic19
range. The accuracy of respiration measurement with the pro-20
posed radar sensor was experimentally evaluated using a physical21
phantom, human subject, and moving plate in a radiotherapy en-22
vironment. It was shown that respiration measurement with radar23
sensor while the radiation beam is on is feasible and the mea-24
surement has a submillimeter accuracy when compared with a25
commercial respiration monitoring system which requires patient26
contact. The proposed radar sensor provides accurate, noninva-27
sive, and noncontact respiration measurement and therefore has a28
great potential in motion-adaptive radiotherapy.29

Index Terms—Cancer radiotherapy, dc information, dc offset,30
moving tumor, radar, respiration.31
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I. INTRODUCTION 32

CANCER is the second leading cause of deaths in the U.S. 33

According to the American Cancer Society, 1.6 million 34

new cancer cases will be diagnosed and about 600 000 people 35

will die from the disease in 2012. Radiation therapy is a major 36

modality for treating cancer patients. Studies have shown that 37

an increased radiation dose to the tumor will lead to improved 38

local control and survival rates. However, in many anatomic 39

sites (e.g., lung and liver), the tumors can move significantly 40

(∼2–3 cm) with respiration. The respiratory tumor motion has 41

been a major challenge in radiotherapy to deliver sufficient radi- 42

ation dose without causing secondary cancer or severe radiation 43

damage to the surrounding healthy tissue [1], [2]. 44

Motion-adaptive radiotherapy explicitly accounts for and 45

tackles the issue of tumor motion during radiation dose de- 46

livery, in which respiratory gating and tumor tracking are two 47

promising approaches. Respiratory gating limits radiation ex- 48

posure to a portion of the breathing cycle when the tumor is in 49

a predefined gating window [3]. Tumor tracking, on the other 50

hand, allows continuous radiation dose delivery by dynamically 51

adjusting the radiation beam so that it follows the real-time tu- 52

mor movement. For either technique to be effective, accurate 53

measurement of the respiration signal is required. Conventional 54

methods for respiration measurement are undesirable because 55

they are either invasive to the patient or do not have sufficient 56

accuracy. For instance, measurement based on fiducial mark- 57

ers requires an invasive implantation procedure and involves 58

serious risks to the patient, e.g., pneumothorax for lung cancer 59

patients [4]. On the other hand, measurement of external res- 60

piration surrogates using infrared reflective marker, spirometer, 61

or pressure belt etc., generally lacks sufficient accuracy to infer 62

the internal tumor position, because they only provide a point 63

measurement or a numerical index of the respiration [5]. In ad- 64

dition, these devices have to be in close contact with the patient 65

in order to function. This often brings discomfort to the patient 66

and can lead to additional patient motion during dose delivery. 67

To that end, accurate respiration measurement that does not re- 68

quire invasive procedures or patient contact is urgently needed 69

in order to realize the potential of motion-adaptive radiotherapy. 70

Continuous-wave (CW) radar sensor provides a noncontact 71

and noninvasive approach for respiration measurement [6], [7]. 72

Instead of measuring the marker, it directly measures the peri- 73

odic motion of the body, which has better correlation with the 74

lung tumor motion. Moreover, the radar system is insensitive to 75

clothing and chest hair, due to microwave penetration, making 76

0018-9294/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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it better than the existing contact devices that are sensitive to the77

surrounding environment. In radar respiration measurement, the78

radar sensor suffers from dc offset at the RF front-end output,79

which is mainly caused by the reflections from stationary objects80

surrounding the body. The dc offset may saturate or limit the81

dynamic range of the following stages of baseband amplifiers.82

To overcome this demerit, ac coupling has been commonly used83

in radar sensors. However, due to the high-pass characteristics84

of the coupling capacitor, ac coupling leads to significant signal85

distortion when the target motion has a very low frequency or86

a dc component. Respiration is such a motion that is low fre-87

quency of less than 0.5 Hz and tends to rest for a while at the88

end of expiration (EOE), i.e., there is a short stationary mo-89

ment after lung deflation. This is a problem in radar respiration90

measurement. To deal with it, several approaches, such as high91

RF-LO isolation mixers [8], have been introduced to employ92

dc coupling in radar sensors. However, these approaches are ei-93

ther cumbersome to implement or do not completely remove dc94

offsets and limit the dynamic range of the baseband amplifiers.95

In this paper, a dc-coupled CW radar sensor was presented96

to provide a noncontact and noninvasive approach for accu-97

rate respiration measurement. The radar sensor was designed98

with dc-coupled adaptive tuning architectures that include RF99

coarse-tuning and baseband fine-tuning. The RF tuning was im-100

plemented using a path of an attenuator and a phase shifter at the101

RF front end of the radar sensor [9], [10]. It adds a portion of the102

transmitter signal to the receiver signal to cancel out most of the103

dc offset. To further calibrate the remaining dc offset, the base-104

band fine-tuning architecture was used to adaptively adjust the105

amplifier bias to the desired level that allows both high gain am-106

plification and maximum dynamic range at the baseband stage.107

With the aforementioned dc tuning architectures, the radar sen-108

sor is able to precisely measure the low-frequency respiration109

motions with stationary moment. The radar sensor was tested in110

the lab environment to demonstrate its ability of accurate dis-111

placement measurement that preserves dc information of sta-112

tionary moment. Moreover, the radar sensor was integrated and113

tested with the linear accelerator (LINAC) to validate its clinical114

use. In order to achieve accurate radiation beam targeting using115

respiration measurement, a correlation model needs to be built116

and validated between the internal tumor target and external res-117

piration signal. This can be decoupled and is generally treated118

as a separate issue from respiration measurement. In fact, var-119

ious approaches have been explored to infer the internal target120

position from external measurement [11], [12]. Therefore, this121

study has focused on the accurate measurement of respiration122

in a noninvasive and noncontact way.123

The radar motion-adaptive radiotherapy system will be in-124

troduced in Section II. Section III discusses the dc-coupled125

radar sensor with tuning architectures. Experimental evalua-126

tions would be presented in Section IV. A conclusion will be127

drawn in Section V.128

II. RADIOTHERAPY SYSTEM WITH RADAR SENSING129

The motion-adaptive radiotherapy system based on radar res-130

piration sensing is shown in Fig. 1. The radiotherapy process131

Fig. 1. Motion-adaptive radiotherapy based on radar respiration sensing. The
process includes two steps: treatment preparation and treatment execution. In-
sets: (a) multiple radars, (b) beam-scanning radar, and (c) designed 2.4-GHz
miniature radar sensor seating with a quarter.

includes two steps: treatment preparation, which consists of 132

patient simulation and treatment planning, and treatment ex- 133

ecution, which delivers radiation dose to the patient. At the 134

patient simulation stage, the patient and tumor geometrical in- 135

formation is collected through computed tomography (CT) scan 136

and then a 3-D patient model is built for the target tumor and 137

organs at risk [1], [2]. The patient’s breathing pattern is also 138

examined at this stage. Those patients who cannot exhibit stable 139

breathing patterns would be excluded from the motion-adaptive 140

radiotherapy. Treatment planning is a virtual process that de- 141

signs the patient treatment using the patient model built at the 142

simulation stage. During the radiotherapy execution stage, a 143

medical LINAC would be working together with two radar sen- 144

sors that dynamically monitor the chest wall and the abdomen 145

to provide the real-time motion information. The LINAC could 146

also be integrated with a radar sensor having beam-scanning 147

capability, shown as inset (b) in Fig. 1, which makes it pos- 148

sible to use one radar sensor to simultaneously measure the 149

breathing motions at multiple body locations [13]. In the third 150

step, the advanced tumor tracking algorithm combines the chest 151

wall and abdomen motion information together with the pre- 152

collected patient model to extract the tumor locations in real 153

time. Then, a controller utilizes the extracted tumor location 154

information to control the LINAC to either perform gated ra- 155

diotherapy or steer the radiation beam to track the tumor. The 156

inset (c) shows the designed 2.4-GHz miniature radar sensor 157

with the size of 5 cm × 5 cm. The radar sensor was config- 158

ured with a ZigBee module for wireless data transmission, 159

which allows wireless monitoring of the respiration outside the 160

treatment room and relieves from a bunch of cables that may 161

constrain the radar installation to the LINAC. The radar sen- 162

sor will be working in the arctangent-demodulated microwave 163
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Fig. 2. Mechanism of (a) respiratory-gated radiotherapy and (b) tumor
tracking.

interferometry mode to achieve a submillimeter motion sensing164

accuracy [14].165

In the proposed radar radiotherapy system, the patient would166

lie on the treatment couch under the radar sensor and breathe167

normally. The radar sensor measures the breathing signal and168

wirelessly transmits it to the laptop with a LabView signal pro-169

cessing interface running in real time. By looking at the real-time170

visual feedback from the laptop screen, or following some kind171

of audio guidance, the patient would be coached to breathe to172

maintain a relatively regular breathing pattern [2].173

In respiratory gated radiotherapy, the mechanism of which is174

shown in Fig. 2(a), the radiation dose is delivered to the tumor175

only when it moves into the radiation coverage. When the tumor176

moves out of the radiation coverage, the radiation is turned off.177

Gating of the radiation beam can be based on either amplitude or178

phase of the respiration signal. Duty cycle and residual motion179

are two important parameters that characterize a gated treatment.180

Duty cycle is the percentage of time that radiation is turned on181

during a breathing cycle. Residual motion is the amount of tumor182

motion during radiation beam on. In respiratory gating, there is183

a tradeoff between duty cycle and residual motion. Longer duty184

cycle means longer radiation exposure to the tumor and shorter185

overall treatment time, but it also means larger residual motion186

of the tumor, which will expose more healthy tissues to the187

radiation. The duty cycle is determined by the doctor at the188

treatment preparation stage, according to specific patents and189

different treatment strategies.190

III. DC-COUPLED RADAR SENSOR191

Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the dc-coupled radar sensor192

system with RF coarse-tuning and baseband fine-tuning archi-193

tectures. The radar sensor was designed with homodyne direct194

conversion architecture. In radar applications, dc offset occurs at195

the RF output, which may saturate the amplifiers in the following196

baseband stages or limit their dynamic range performance. The197

dc offset mainly comes from: 1) direct coupling from transmit-198

ter to receiver and the reflections from stationary objects around199

the patient, which is difficult to deal with since it depends on200

different patients and different test environments, and 2) circuit201

imperfections such as the self-mixing of LO and interferers [15].202

As shown in Fig. 3, capacitors have been commonly placed be-203

tween the RF output and baseband amplifiers for ac coupling204

to remove the dc offset. However, the high-pass characteristics205

of the coupling capacitor lead to significant signal distortion206

when the target motion has a very low frequency or a dc com-207

ponent. Respiration is a motion that has very low frequency and 208

contains a short period of stationary moment after the lung de- 209

flation. So there is practical need for the radar sensor to be able 210

to accurately measure breathing motion with dc coupling. 211

The designed dc-coupled radar sensor eliminates the use of 212

coupling capacitors by employing dc tuning architectures that 213

not only allow the baseband amplifiers to work with sufficient 214

high gain but also preserve the stationary dc information. An 215

RF coarse-tuning signal path was added at the RF front end of 216

the radar sensor to remove most of the dc offset, and a baseband 217

fine-tuning feedback patch was used to calibrate the remaining 218

dc offset and reach the largest dynamic range. The RF coarse- 219

tuning path consists of a voltage-controlled attenuator and a 220

voltage-controlled phase shifter. It collects a portion of the trans- 221

mitter (Tx) signal and adds it to the receiver (Rx) signal. In this 222

way, by properly tuning the attenuator and the phase shifter, the 223

signals directly coupled from Tx to Rx and bounced back from 224

the stationary objects were canceled out [9]. Therefore, the dc 225

offset at the mixer output was greatly reduced. However, due to 226

circuit imperfections, the phase variety of the received signals 227

and the limited resolution of the attenuator and phase shifter, the 228

feedback path at the RF front end cannot completely remove all 229

the dc offsets, which limits the dynamic range of the baseband 230

amplifiers. To deal with this problem, a baseband fine-tuning ar- 231

chitecture was added to adaptively adjust amplifier bias to a level 232

that allows both high gain amplification and maximum dynamic 233

range. As shown in Fig. 3, unlike the conventional ac-coupled 234

radar sensor biased at a fixed dc point, the proposed baseband 235

fine-tuning architecture allows the external power supply to ad- 236

just the biasing level at the baseband amplifier. The baseband 237

amplifiers’ outputs VQ OUT /VI OUT are dynamically read by 238

the microcontroller (TI MSP430) that transmits the digitized 239

data via a ZigBee node to another node connected to the laptop. 240

Take the Q channel, for example, assuming that the amplifier 241

has infinite open-loop gain, the dc level of the amplifier output 242

is 243

VQ OUT = VT Q +
R2
R1

· (V +
Q − V −

Q ) (1)

where VT Q is the tuning voltage from the power supply, VQ
+ 244

and VQ
− are the dc offsets of the differential channels, and 245

R2/R1 is the closed-loop gain. Depending on the dc value 246

of VQ OUT /VI OUT , the laptop configures the power supply 247

(Tektronics PS2521G), through a GPIB interface, to increase 248

the biasing voltage VT Q /VT I when the output is close to the 249

lower rail, or decrease it when the output is close to the upper 250

rail. This process continues until the amplifier output reaches 251

the desired dc level that allows both high-gain application and 252

maximum dynamic range. The GPIB interface can be removed 253

after the dc tuning process is finished. A wireless tuning loop is 254

also possible by using the ZigBee communications. 255

Experiments were carried out to validate the dc calibration 256

capability of the proposed dc-coupled radar sensor. In the first 257

experiment, the RF coarse-tuning loop was verified to remove 258

most of the dc offset and relieve the voltage level for the base- 259

band fine-tuning. As shown in Fig. 4, the original dc difference 260

of the differential Q channel at the mixer output was 0.07 V. 261
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the dc-coupled radar sensor system with RF coarse-tuning and baseband fine-tuning architectures. The radar sensor is able to wirelessly
transmit data and receive command via the ZigBee protocols.

Assume that the baseband amplifier works with a gain of 200,262

which is necessary to boost the radar signals that are usually very263

weak, the amplifier dc output results in 14 V, which saturates the264

amplifier since the dc level is actually way above the amplifier265

power supply of 3.3 V. To adjust it to half of the power supply,266

baseband fine-tuning would need VT Q = −12.35 VDC to be267

applied to the amplifier, as shown in (1). The high tuning volt-268

age may potentially damage the baseband amplifier. However,269

after RF coarse-tuning, the dc difference drops significantly to270

0.005 V. In this case, the baseband fine-tuning only needs VT Q271

= 0.65 VDC to pull the amplifier dc output to the desired level. In272

the second experiment, the two tuning architectures were com-273

bined to validate the dc calibration functionality. Fig. 5 shows274

the dc offset tuning process. It is seen that both I/Q channels275

were originally at the lower end of the amplifier power supply276

rails. The coarse-tuning architecture was used to adaptively pull277

up the I/Q channels step-by-step to reasonable levels that allow278

further baseband fine-tuning. It should be known that the RF279

output I/Q channels are 90◦ out of phase, and the coarse-tuning280

cannot compensate for the phase offset for both channels at the281

same time. After coarse-tuning, the fine-tuning feedback loop282

precisely adjusts the I/Q dc offsets to the desired levels, with a283

fine step of 0.01 V, owing to the high resolution of the power284

supply. In Fig. 5, the baseband amplifiers’ outputs were pre-285

cisely tuned to 1.65 V, which is half way between the baseband286

amplifier supply rails, so that the maximum dynamic range is287

guaranteed. It should be noted that in real application, the tuning288

procedure can be made very fast (within a few milliseconds).289

Fig. 6 shows the radar measurement results before and after a290

fast dc tuning. It is seen that the amplifier was originally af-291

fected by large dc offset such that the Q channel was totally292

saturated on the top and the I channel was partially clamped293

on the bottom. However, after dc tuning, both channels exhibit294

satisfactory amplification on signals. The I/Q channels have dif-295

ferent amplitudes due to the different residual phase [16].296

The proposed dc-coupled radar sensor is able to measure tar-297

get motions with stationary moment. That is, it can preserve the298

dc information of the stationary moment. It can also preserve299

the dc information that comes from the nonlinear cosine expan-300

sion, which is necessary for accurate arctangent demodulation.301

In a word, owing to the all-pass characteristic of the dc-coupled302

structure, the proposed radar sensor is able to maintain the signal303

Fig. 4. DC offset difference of the differential Q channel before and after the
coarse-tuning. Coarse-tuning relieves the headroom requirement for fine-tuning.

Fig. 5. System’s dc offsets were adaptively tuned to the desired level by the
process of coarse-tuning and fine-tuning.

integrity by preserving all the dc information. In Fig. 7, the ac- 304

coupled radar and the dc-coupled radar were used to measure the 305

same sinusoidal motion of an actuator. The measurement results 306

are shown in a constellation graph to compare the I/Q trajecto- 307

ries. It is seen that the trajectory of the dc-coupled radar matches 308

well with the unit circle, while the ac-coupled radar tends to de- 309

viate from the circular arc to form a ribbon-like shape. This is 310

because of the radar signal amplitude variation that is caused by 311

the ac coupling capacitors’ charging and discharging. Since the 312

dc-coupled radar has a trajectory that is much closer to an ideal 313

arc, it can be used for more accurate dc calibration [17], and 314

therefore leads to more accurate arctangent demodulation. To 315
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Fig. 6. Radar measurement result before and after dc tuning.

Fig. 7. Constellation graph of the signals measured by ac radar and dc radar.
Insets show the time-domain radar signals.

Fig. 8. Programmed actuator movement compared with the movements mea-
sured by ac-coupled radar and dc-coupled radar in an electronic lab.

verify the dc-coupled radar’s ability to preserve the dc informa-316

tion of stationary moment, both the dc radar and ac radar were317

used to measure the actuator that was programmed to move si-318

nusoidally but with a stationary moment between two adjacent319

cycles. The measurement results were shown in Fig. 8. It is seen320

that the dc-coupled radar successfully preserves the stationary321

information by precisely matching with the programmed actu-322

ator motion. However, the ac radar measured movement starts323

to deviate from the ground truth when the stationary moment324

begins. This is because the ac coupling capacitors cannot hold325

the charge for a long time and they tend to discharge over the326

stationary moment. The proposed dc-coupled radar sensor is ex-327

pected to more precisely measure the respiration motion that has328

very low frequency and has a short stationary moment during329

its cycle.330

Fig. 9. Experimental setups: (a) motion phantom measured by camera and
radar. Inset shows the infrared camera, (b) human subject simulating patient
breathing measurement, and (c) Respiratory Gating Platform measured by radar.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 331

The accuracy of the proposed dc-coupled radar sensor for res- 332

piration measurement has been evaluated with physical experi- 333

ments in a radiotherapy environment. During the experiments, 334

the radar sensor was placed on the fixation frame crossed over 335

the treatment platform, as shown in Fig. 9. The respiration data 336

were wirelessly transmitted to a ZigBee receiver end connected 337

to the laptop that was placed outside the treatment room. 338

Three experiments were carried out to validate the use of 339

radar respiration sensing for clinical applications in radiother- 340

apy. First, a physical motion phantom performed a sinusoidal- 341

like movement with a ∼5-s period during each cycle. The radar 342

sensor and the real-time position management (RPM) system 343

(Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) were used to mea- 344

sure the same motion phantom on the treatment platform. The 345

RPM system is a widely used respiration monitoring approach 346

in radiotherapy, which employs an infrared camera to track an 347

external reflective marker put on the patient’s chest or abdomen. 348

An infrared marker was put on top of the phantom in order for 349

the RPM system to track its motion. The infrared camera was 350

mounted on the wall and is in the line of sight of the marker. 351

This experiment evaluated the accuracy performance of the radar 352

sensor. The setup of this test is shown in Fig. 9(a). To simulate 353

the real clinical situation, the treatment radiation was turned 354

on during the phantom test. Under some ideal situations, the 355

RPM system using an infrared camera and reflective marker can 356

provide accurate measurement of respiratory signal of a single 357

point, and thus was used as the gold standard to assess the perfor- 358

mance of our radar sensor. However, because of the complexity 359

of human respiration, the internal tumor location cannot be de- 360
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Fig. 10. Phantom motion measured by radar with the LINAC radiation beam
turned on, compared with the same phantom motion measured by Varian’s RPM
system.

Fig. 11. (a) Radar measured respiration signal. (b) Generated gating signal.
The shaded area indicates the coach reference area, and the red line represents
the reference for gating.

rived from only a point measurement with sufficient accuracy.361

This requires simultaneous measurement of multiple external362

surrogates, which can be achieved by our radar system. In the363

second experiment, a human subject laid on the treatment plat-364

form to simulate the patient’s respiration. The setup is shown365

in Fig. 9(b). In the third experiment, to further account for the366

clinically relevant breathing patterns, the Respiratory Gating367

Platform (Standard Imaging, Middleton, WI) was used to sim-368

ulate breathing motions with various amplitudes and periods.369

The Respiratory Gating Platform simulates breathing motions370

for training, quality assurance, and dose verification in radio-371

therapy. Radar measured the different motion patterns during372

the experiment. The setup is shown in Fig. 9(c).373

The measurement results are illustrated in Fig. 10 for the374

phantom case. It is seen that the radar sensor measurement375

matches very well with that from the RPM system. This demon-376

strates that the proposed radar sensor is not interfered by the377

high-energy radiation dose and can work compatibly with the378

LINAC during the radiation dose delivery process. For the ex-379

periment on the human subject, the radar measured respiration380

is shown in Fig. 11(a). The subject was coached to dynamically381

adjust his breathing to put the EOE position within the shaded382

area, so as to generate reproducible respiration signals, from383

which, gating signals would be easy to be obtained. The accu-384

rate measurement of the dc-coupled radar sensor also allows the385

coaching reference area to be chosen near the position of end of386

inspiration (EOI), depending on specific clinical situations. The387

radar measured reproducible respiration signals allow both am-388

plitude gating and phase gating [18]. The red line in Fig. 11(a)389

Fig. 12. Radar measured gating platform motions with amplitudes of 20, 10,
and 5 mm, and periods of (a) 4 s, (b) 5 s, and (c) 6 s.

TABLE I
ACCURACY OF THE RADAR MEASUREMENT FOR VARIOUS MOTION PATTERNS

shows the reference for amplitude gating. The respiration signal 390

triggers the radiation on once its amplitude falls below the refer- 391

ence line. Fig. 11(b) shows the gating signals with a duty cycle 392

of 40.5%. For the Respiratory Gating Platform measurement, 393

the radar measured data are shown in Fig. 12. The platform 394

was configured to move at amplitudes of 5, 10, and 20 mm, and 395

with periods of 4, 5, and 6 s, respectively. These motion pat- 396

terns represent the common breathing parameters in the clinical 397

radiotherapy. It is seen that the radar sensor was able to accu- 398

rately capture all the respiration motion patterns with various 399

amplitudes and periods. The radar measurement accuracy for 400

various motion patterns is illustrated in Table I. The RMS er- 401

ror was obtained by comparing the radar measured movement 402

with the actual motion pattern of the gating platform. The mea- 403

surement error is mainly due to the radar system noise, such as 404

quantization noise, electronic noise, and environmental noise, 405

which introduces variations to the measured signal. However, 406

even with noise, it is shown that the proposed radar sensor has 407

a submillimeter measurement accuracy. 408
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The proposed radar sensor system has the potential applica-409

tion of real-time tumor tracking for motion-adaptive radiother-410

apy [3]. As mentioned in Section II, respiratory gating has to411

leverage the tradeoff between duty cycle and residual tumor mo-412

tion. However, this demerit is eliminated in the tumor tracking413

type of treatment, in which, the radiation beam is always on and414

dynamically follows the moving tumor in real time, as shown415

in Fig. 2(b). It is technologically more challenging than respi-416

ratory gating treatments. For radiotherapy treatments based on417

LINACs, tumor tracking can be implemented by tracking the418

tumor motion using a dynamic multileaf collimator that shapes419

the radiation beam [3]. In order for the radiation beam to dynam-420

ically follow the tumor, the location of the tumor must be known421

with high accuracy and in real time. Finding the accurate tumor422

location from external respiration measurement is currently an423

active research topic [11] and is beyond the scope of this paper.424

V. CONCLUSION425

A dc-coupled CW radar sensor has been presented to provide426

a noncontact and noninvasive approach for accurate respiration427

measurement in motion-adaptive radiotherapy. The proposed428

radar sensor is configured with adaptive dc tuning architec-429

tures and able to precisely measure movements with stationary430

moment, such as the respiration motion. The concept of a ra-431

diotherapy system with radar sensing has been introduced and432

described in the context of respiratory gating and tumor track-433

ing for motion-adaptive radiotherapy. The dc-coupled CW radar434

sensor was designed and its dc tuning capability was tested.435

Experiments were carried out to validate the radar sensor for436

measuring movements with stationary moment. The accuracy437

of respiration measurement using dc-coupled radar sensor has438

been experimentally evaluated using both physical phantom439

and human subject in a radiotherapy environment. It has been440

shown that respiration measurement with radar sensor while441

the radiation beam is on is feasible and the measurement has442

a submillimeter accuracy when compared with the commercial443

Respiratory Gating Platform. The proposed radar sensor pro-444

vides accurate, noninvasive, and noncontact respiration mea-445

surement and therefore has a great potential in motion-adaptive446

radiotherapy.447
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Abstract—Accurate respiration measurement is crucial in6
motion-adaptive cancer radiotherapy. Conventional methods for7
respiration measurement are undesirable because they are either8
invasive to the patient or do not have sufficient accuracy. In ad-9
dition, measurement of external respiration signal based on con-10
ventional approaches requires close patient contact to the physical11
device which often causes patient discomfort and undesirable mo-12
tion during radiation dose delivery. In this paper, a dc-coupled13
continuous-wave radar sensor was presented to provide a noncon-14
tact and noninvasive approach for respiration measurement. The15
radar sensor was designed with dc-coupled adaptive tuning archi-16
tectures that include RF coarse-tuning and baseband fine-tuning,17
which allows the radar sensor to precisely measure movement with18
stationary moment and always work with the maximum dynamic19
range. The accuracy of respiration measurement with the pro-20
posed radar sensor was experimentally evaluated using a physical21
phantom, human subject, and moving plate in a radiotherapy en-22
vironment. It was shown that respiration measurement with radar23
sensor while the radiation beam is on is feasible and the mea-24
surement has a submillimeter accuracy when compared with a25
commercial respiration monitoring system which requires patient26
contact. The proposed radar sensor provides accurate, noninva-27
sive, and noncontact respiration measurement and therefore has a28
great potential in motion-adaptive radiotherapy.29

Index Terms—Cancer radiotherapy, dc information, dc offset,30
moving tumor, radar, respiration.31
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I. INTRODUCTION 32

CANCER is the second leading cause of deaths in the U.S. 33

According to the American Cancer Society, 1.6 million 34

new cancer cases will be diagnosed and about 600 000 people 35

will die from the disease in 2012. Radiation therapy is a major 36

modality for treating cancer patients. Studies have shown that 37

an increased radiation dose to the tumor will lead to improved 38

local control and survival rates. However, in many anatomic 39

sites (e.g., lung and liver), the tumors can move significantly 40

(∼2–3 cm) with respiration. The respiratory tumor motion has 41

been a major challenge in radiotherapy to deliver sufficient radi- 42

ation dose without causing secondary cancer or severe radiation 43

damage to the surrounding healthy tissue [1], [2]. 44

Motion-adaptive radiotherapy explicitly accounts for and 45

tackles the issue of tumor motion during radiation dose de- 46

livery, in which respiratory gating and tumor tracking are two 47

promising approaches. Respiratory gating limits radiation ex- 48

posure to a portion of the breathing cycle when the tumor is in 49

a predefined gating window [3]. Tumor tracking, on the other 50

hand, allows continuous radiation dose delivery by dynamically 51

adjusting the radiation beam so that it follows the real-time tu- 52

mor movement. For either technique to be effective, accurate 53

measurement of the respiration signal is required. Conventional 54

methods for respiration measurement are undesirable because 55

they are either invasive to the patient or do not have sufficient 56

accuracy. For instance, measurement based on fiducial mark- 57

ers requires an invasive implantation procedure and involves 58

serious risks to the patient, e.g., pneumothorax for lung cancer 59

patients [4]. On the other hand, measurement of external res- 60

piration surrogates using infrared reflective marker, spirometer, 61

or pressure belt etc., generally lacks sufficient accuracy to infer 62

the internal tumor position, because they only provide a point 63

measurement or a numerical index of the respiration [5]. In ad- 64

dition, these devices have to be in close contact with the patient 65

in order to function. This often brings discomfort to the patient 66

and can lead to additional patient motion during dose delivery. 67

To that end, accurate respiration measurement that does not re- 68

quire invasive procedures or patient contact is urgently needed 69

in order to realize the potential of motion-adaptive radiotherapy. 70

Continuous-wave (CW) radar sensor provides a noncontact 71

and noninvasive approach for respiration measurement [6], [7]. 72

Instead of measuring the marker, it directly measures the peri- 73

odic motion of the body, which has better correlation with the 74

lung tumor motion. Moreover, the radar system is insensitive to 75

clothing and chest hair, due to microwave penetration, making 76

0018-9294/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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it better than the existing contact devices that are sensitive to the77

surrounding environment. In radar respiration measurement, the78

radar sensor suffers from dc offset at the RF front-end output,79

which is mainly caused by the reflections from stationary objects80

surrounding the body. The dc offset may saturate or limit the81

dynamic range of the following stages of baseband amplifiers.82

To overcome this demerit, ac coupling has been commonly used83

in radar sensors. However, due to the high-pass characteristics84

of the coupling capacitor, ac coupling leads to significant signal85

distortion when the target motion has a very low frequency or86

a dc component. Respiration is such a motion that is low fre-87

quency of less than 0.5 Hz and tends to rest for a while at the88

end of expiration (EOE), i.e., there is a short stationary mo-89

ment after lung deflation. This is a problem in radar respiration90

measurement. To deal with it, several approaches, such as high91

RF-LO isolation mixers [8], have been introduced to employ92

dc coupling in radar sensors. However, these approaches are ei-93

ther cumbersome to implement or do not completely remove dc94

offsets and limit the dynamic range of the baseband amplifiers.95

In this paper, a dc-coupled CW radar sensor was presented96

to provide a noncontact and noninvasive approach for accu-97

rate respiration measurement. The radar sensor was designed98

with dc-coupled adaptive tuning architectures that include RF99

coarse-tuning and baseband fine-tuning. The RF tuning was im-100

plemented using a path of an attenuator and a phase shifter at the101

RF front end of the radar sensor [9], [10]. It adds a portion of the102

transmitter signal to the receiver signal to cancel out most of the103

dc offset. To further calibrate the remaining dc offset, the base-104

band fine-tuning architecture was used to adaptively adjust the105

amplifier bias to the desired level that allows both high gain am-106

plification and maximum dynamic range at the baseband stage.107

With the aforementioned dc tuning architectures, the radar sen-108

sor is able to precisely measure the low-frequency respiration109

motions with stationary moment. The radar sensor was tested in110

the lab environment to demonstrate its ability of accurate dis-111

placement measurement that preserves dc information of sta-112

tionary moment. Moreover, the radar sensor was integrated and113

tested with the linear accelerator (LINAC) to validate its clinical114

use. In order to achieve accurate radiation beam targeting using115

respiration measurement, a correlation model needs to be built116

and validated between the internal tumor target and external res-117

piration signal. This can be decoupled and is generally treated118

as a separate issue from respiration measurement. In fact, var-119

ious approaches have been explored to infer the internal target120

position from external measurement [11], [12]. Therefore, this121

study has focused on the accurate measurement of respiration122

in a noninvasive and noncontact way.123

The radar motion-adaptive radiotherapy system will be in-124

troduced in Section II. Section III discusses the dc-coupled125

radar sensor with tuning architectures. Experimental evalua-126

tions would be presented in Section IV. A conclusion will be127

drawn in Section V.128

II. RADIOTHERAPY SYSTEM WITH RADAR SENSING129

The motion-adaptive radiotherapy system based on radar res-130

piration sensing is shown in Fig. 1. The radiotherapy process131

Fig. 1. Motion-adaptive radiotherapy based on radar respiration sensing. The
process includes two steps: treatment preparation and treatment execution. In-
sets: (a) multiple radars, (b) beam-scanning radar, and (c) designed 2.4-GHz
miniature radar sensor seating with a quarter.

includes two steps: treatment preparation, which consists of 132

patient simulation and treatment planning, and treatment ex- 133

ecution, which delivers radiation dose to the patient. At the 134

patient simulation stage, the patient and tumor geometrical in- 135

formation is collected through computed tomography (CT) scan 136

and then a 3-D patient model is built for the target tumor and 137

organs at risk [1], [2]. The patient’s breathing pattern is also 138

examined at this stage. Those patients who cannot exhibit stable 139

breathing patterns would be excluded from the motion-adaptive 140

radiotherapy. Treatment planning is a virtual process that de- 141

signs the patient treatment using the patient model built at the 142

simulation stage. During the radiotherapy execution stage, a 143

medical LINAC would be working together with two radar sen- 144

sors that dynamically monitor the chest wall and the abdomen 145

to provide the real-time motion information. The LINAC could 146

also be integrated with a radar sensor having beam-scanning 147

capability, shown as inset (b) in Fig. 1, which makes it pos- 148

sible to use one radar sensor to simultaneously measure the 149

breathing motions at multiple body locations [13]. In the third 150

step, the advanced tumor tracking algorithm combines the chest 151

wall and abdomen motion information together with the pre- 152

collected patient model to extract the tumor locations in real 153

time. Then, a controller utilizes the extracted tumor location 154

information to control the LINAC to either perform gated ra- 155

diotherapy or steer the radiation beam to track the tumor. The 156

inset (c) shows the designed 2.4-GHz miniature radar sensor 157

with the size of 5 cm × 5 cm. The radar sensor was config- 158

ured with a ZigBee module for wireless data transmission, 159

which allows wireless monitoring of the respiration outside the 160

treatment room and relieves from a bunch of cables that may 161

constrain the radar installation to the LINAC. The radar sen- 162

sor will be working in the arctangent-demodulated microwave 163
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Fig. 2. Mechanism of (a) respiratory-gated radiotherapy and (b) tumor
tracking.

interferometry mode to achieve a submillimeter motion sensing164

accuracy [14].165

In the proposed radar radiotherapy system, the patient would166

lie on the treatment couch under the radar sensor and breathe167

normally. The radar sensor measures the breathing signal and168

wirelessly transmits it to the laptop with a LabView signal pro-169

cessing interface running in real time. By looking at the real-time170

visual feedback from the laptop screen, or following some kind171

of audio guidance, the patient would be coached to breathe to172

maintain a relatively regular breathing pattern [2].173

In respiratory gated radiotherapy, the mechanism of which is174

shown in Fig. 2(a), the radiation dose is delivered to the tumor175

only when it moves into the radiation coverage. When the tumor176

moves out of the radiation coverage, the radiation is turned off.177

Gating of the radiation beam can be based on either amplitude or178

phase of the respiration signal. Duty cycle and residual motion179

are two important parameters that characterize a gated treatment.180

Duty cycle is the percentage of time that radiation is turned on181

during a breathing cycle. Residual motion is the amount of tumor182

motion during radiation beam on. In respiratory gating, there is183

a tradeoff between duty cycle and residual motion. Longer duty184

cycle means longer radiation exposure to the tumor and shorter185

overall treatment time, but it also means larger residual motion186

of the tumor, which will expose more healthy tissues to the187

radiation. The duty cycle is determined by the doctor at the188

treatment preparation stage, according to specific patents and189

different treatment strategies.190

III. DC-COUPLED RADAR SENSOR191

Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the dc-coupled radar sensor192

system with RF coarse-tuning and baseband fine-tuning archi-193

tectures. The radar sensor was designed with homodyne direct194

conversion architecture. In radar applications, dc offset occurs at195

the RF output, which may saturate the amplifiers in the following196

baseband stages or limit their dynamic range performance. The197

dc offset mainly comes from: 1) direct coupling from transmit-198

ter to receiver and the reflections from stationary objects around199

the patient, which is difficult to deal with since it depends on200

different patients and different test environments, and 2) circuit201

imperfections such as the self-mixing of LO and interferers [15].202

As shown in Fig. 3, capacitors have been commonly placed be-203

tween the RF output and baseband amplifiers for ac coupling204

to remove the dc offset. However, the high-pass characteristics205

of the coupling capacitor lead to significant signal distortion206

when the target motion has a very low frequency or a dc com-207

ponent. Respiration is a motion that has very low frequency and 208

contains a short period of stationary moment after the lung de- 209

flation. So there is practical need for the radar sensor to be able 210

to accurately measure breathing motion with dc coupling. 211

The designed dc-coupled radar sensor eliminates the use of 212

coupling capacitors by employing dc tuning architectures that 213

not only allow the baseband amplifiers to work with sufficient 214

high gain but also preserve the stationary dc information. An 215

RF coarse-tuning signal path was added at the RF front end of 216

the radar sensor to remove most of the dc offset, and a baseband 217

fine-tuning feedback patch was used to calibrate the remaining 218

dc offset and reach the largest dynamic range. The RF coarse- 219

tuning path consists of a voltage-controlled attenuator and a 220

voltage-controlled phase shifter. It collects a portion of the trans- 221

mitter (Tx) signal and adds it to the receiver (Rx) signal. In this 222

way, by properly tuning the attenuator and the phase shifter, the 223

signals directly coupled from Tx to Rx and bounced back from 224

the stationary objects were canceled out [9]. Therefore, the dc 225

offset at the mixer output was greatly reduced. However, due to 226

circuit imperfections, the phase variety of the received signals 227

and the limited resolution of the attenuator and phase shifter, the 228

feedback path at the RF front end cannot completely remove all 229

the dc offsets, which limits the dynamic range of the baseband 230

amplifiers. To deal with this problem, a baseband fine-tuning ar- 231

chitecture was added to adaptively adjust amplifier bias to a level 232

that allows both high gain amplification and maximum dynamic 233

range. As shown in Fig. 3, unlike the conventional ac-coupled 234

radar sensor biased at a fixed dc point, the proposed baseband 235

fine-tuning architecture allows the external power supply to ad- 236

just the biasing level at the baseband amplifier. The baseband 237

amplifiers’ outputs VQ OUT /VI OUT are dynamically read by 238

the microcontroller (TI MSP430) that transmits the digitized 239

data via a ZigBee node to another node connected to the laptop. 240

Take the Q channel, for example, assuming that the amplifier 241

has infinite open-loop gain, the dc level of the amplifier output 242

is 243

VQ OUT = VT Q +
R2
R1

· (V +
Q − V −

Q ) (1)

where VT Q is the tuning voltage from the power supply, VQ
+ 244

and VQ
− are the dc offsets of the differential channels, and 245

R2/R1 is the closed-loop gain. Depending on the dc value 246

of VQ OUT /VI OUT , the laptop configures the power supply 247

(Tektronics PS2521G), through a GPIB interface, to increase 248

the biasing voltage VT Q /VT I when the output is close to the 249

lower rail, or decrease it when the output is close to the upper 250

rail. This process continues until the amplifier output reaches 251

the desired dc level that allows both high-gain application and 252

maximum dynamic range. The GPIB interface can be removed 253

after the dc tuning process is finished. A wireless tuning loop is 254

also possible by using the ZigBee communications. 255

Experiments were carried out to validate the dc calibration 256

capability of the proposed dc-coupled radar sensor. In the first 257

experiment, the RF coarse-tuning loop was verified to remove 258

most of the dc offset and relieve the voltage level for the base- 259

band fine-tuning. As shown in Fig. 4, the original dc difference 260

of the differential Q channel at the mixer output was 0.07 V. 261
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the dc-coupled radar sensor system with RF coarse-tuning and baseband fine-tuning architectures. The radar sensor is able to wirelessly
transmit data and receive command via the ZigBee protocols.

Assume that the baseband amplifier works with a gain of 200,262

which is necessary to boost the radar signals that are usually very263

weak, the amplifier dc output results in 14 V, which saturates the264

amplifier since the dc level is actually way above the amplifier265

power supply of 3.3 V. To adjust it to half of the power supply,266

baseband fine-tuning would need VT Q = −12.35 VDC to be267

applied to the amplifier, as shown in (1). The high tuning volt-268

age may potentially damage the baseband amplifier. However,269

after RF coarse-tuning, the dc difference drops significantly to270

0.005 V. In this case, the baseband fine-tuning only needs VT Q271

= 0.65 VDC to pull the amplifier dc output to the desired level. In272

the second experiment, the two tuning architectures were com-273

bined to validate the dc calibration functionality. Fig. 5 shows274

the dc offset tuning process. It is seen that both I/Q channels275

were originally at the lower end of the amplifier power supply276

rails. The coarse-tuning architecture was used to adaptively pull277

up the I/Q channels step-by-step to reasonable levels that allow278

further baseband fine-tuning. It should be known that the RF279

output I/Q channels are 90◦ out of phase, and the coarse-tuning280

cannot compensate for the phase offset for both channels at the281

same time. After coarse-tuning, the fine-tuning feedback loop282

precisely adjusts the I/Q dc offsets to the desired levels, with a283

fine step of 0.01 V, owing to the high resolution of the power284

supply. In Fig. 5, the baseband amplifiers’ outputs were pre-285

cisely tuned to 1.65 V, which is half way between the baseband286

amplifier supply rails, so that the maximum dynamic range is287

guaranteed. It should be noted that in real application, the tuning288

procedure can be made very fast (within a few milliseconds).289

Fig. 6 shows the radar measurement results before and after a290

fast dc tuning. It is seen that the amplifier was originally af-291

fected by large dc offset such that the Q channel was totally292

saturated on the top and the I channel was partially clamped293

on the bottom. However, after dc tuning, both channels exhibit294

satisfactory amplification on signals. The I/Q channels have dif-295

ferent amplitudes due to the different residual phase [16].296

The proposed dc-coupled radar sensor is able to measure tar-297

get motions with stationary moment. That is, it can preserve the298

dc information of the stationary moment. It can also preserve299

the dc information that comes from the nonlinear cosine expan-300

sion, which is necessary for accurate arctangent demodulation.301

In a word, owing to the all-pass characteristic of the dc-coupled302

structure, the proposed radar sensor is able to maintain the signal303

Fig. 4. DC offset difference of the differential Q channel before and after the
coarse-tuning. Coarse-tuning relieves the headroom requirement for fine-tuning.

Fig. 5. System’s dc offsets were adaptively tuned to the desired level by the
process of coarse-tuning and fine-tuning.

integrity by preserving all the dc information. In Fig. 7, the ac- 304

coupled radar and the dc-coupled radar were used to measure the 305

same sinusoidal motion of an actuator. The measurement results 306

are shown in a constellation graph to compare the I/Q trajecto- 307

ries. It is seen that the trajectory of the dc-coupled radar matches 308

well with the unit circle, while the ac-coupled radar tends to de- 309

viate from the circular arc to form a ribbon-like shape. This is 310

because of the radar signal amplitude variation that is caused by 311

the ac coupling capacitors’ charging and discharging. Since the 312

dc-coupled radar has a trajectory that is much closer to an ideal 313

arc, it can be used for more accurate dc calibration [17], and 314

therefore leads to more accurate arctangent demodulation. To 315
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Fig. 6. Radar measurement result before and after dc tuning.

Fig. 7. Constellation graph of the signals measured by ac radar and dc radar.
Insets show the time-domain radar signals.

Fig. 8. Programmed actuator movement compared with the movements mea-
sured by ac-coupled radar and dc-coupled radar in an electronic lab.

verify the dc-coupled radar’s ability to preserve the dc informa-316

tion of stationary moment, both the dc radar and ac radar were317

used to measure the actuator that was programmed to move si-318

nusoidally but with a stationary moment between two adjacent319

cycles. The measurement results were shown in Fig. 8. It is seen320

that the dc-coupled radar successfully preserves the stationary321

information by precisely matching with the programmed actu-322

ator motion. However, the ac radar measured movement starts323

to deviate from the ground truth when the stationary moment324

begins. This is because the ac coupling capacitors cannot hold325

the charge for a long time and they tend to discharge over the326

stationary moment. The proposed dc-coupled radar sensor is ex-327

pected to more precisely measure the respiration motion that has328

very low frequency and has a short stationary moment during329

its cycle.330

Fig. 9. Experimental setups: (a) motion phantom measured by camera and
radar. Inset shows the infrared camera, (b) human subject simulating patient
breathing measurement, and (c) Respiratory Gating Platform measured by radar.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 331

The accuracy of the proposed dc-coupled radar sensor for res- 332

piration measurement has been evaluated with physical experi- 333

ments in a radiotherapy environment. During the experiments, 334

the radar sensor was placed on the fixation frame crossed over 335

the treatment platform, as shown in Fig. 9. The respiration data 336

were wirelessly transmitted to a ZigBee receiver end connected 337

to the laptop that was placed outside the treatment room. 338

Three experiments were carried out to validate the use of 339

radar respiration sensing for clinical applications in radiother- 340

apy. First, a physical motion phantom performed a sinusoidal- 341

like movement with a ∼5-s period during each cycle. The radar 342

sensor and the real-time position management (RPM) system 343

(Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) were used to mea- 344

sure the same motion phantom on the treatment platform. The 345

RPM system is a widely used respiration monitoring approach 346

in radiotherapy, which employs an infrared camera to track an 347

external reflective marker put on the patient’s chest or abdomen. 348

An infrared marker was put on top of the phantom in order for 349

the RPM system to track its motion. The infrared camera was 350

mounted on the wall and is in the line of sight of the marker. 351

This experiment evaluated the accuracy performance of the radar 352

sensor. The setup of this test is shown in Fig. 9(a). To simulate 353

the real clinical situation, the treatment radiation was turned 354

on during the phantom test. Under some ideal situations, the 355

RPM system using an infrared camera and reflective marker can 356

provide accurate measurement of respiratory signal of a single 357

point, and thus was used as the gold standard to assess the perfor- 358

mance of our radar sensor. However, because of the complexity 359

of human respiration, the internal tumor location cannot be de- 360
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Fig. 10. Phantom motion measured by radar with the LINAC radiation beam
turned on, compared with the same phantom motion measured by Varian’s RPM
system.

Fig. 11. (a) Radar measured respiration signal. (b) Generated gating signal.
The shaded area indicates the coach reference area, and the red line represents
the reference for gating.

rived from only a point measurement with sufficient accuracy.361

This requires simultaneous measurement of multiple external362

surrogates, which can be achieved by our radar system. In the363

second experiment, a human subject laid on the treatment plat-364

form to simulate the patient’s respiration. The setup is shown365

in Fig. 9(b). In the third experiment, to further account for the366

clinically relevant breathing patterns, the Respiratory Gating367

Platform (Standard Imaging, Middleton, WI) was used to sim-368

ulate breathing motions with various amplitudes and periods.369

The Respiratory Gating Platform simulates breathing motions370

for training, quality assurance, and dose verification in radio-371

therapy. Radar measured the different motion patterns during372

the experiment. The setup is shown in Fig. 9(c).373

The measurement results are illustrated in Fig. 10 for the374

phantom case. It is seen that the radar sensor measurement375

matches very well with that from the RPM system. This demon-376

strates that the proposed radar sensor is not interfered by the377

high-energy radiation dose and can work compatibly with the378

LINAC during the radiation dose delivery process. For the ex-379

periment on the human subject, the radar measured respiration380

is shown in Fig. 11(a). The subject was coached to dynamically381

adjust his breathing to put the EOE position within the shaded382

area, so as to generate reproducible respiration signals, from383

which, gating signals would be easy to be obtained. The accu-384

rate measurement of the dc-coupled radar sensor also allows the385

coaching reference area to be chosen near the position of end of386

inspiration (EOI), depending on specific clinical situations. The387

radar measured reproducible respiration signals allow both am-388

plitude gating and phase gating [18]. The red line in Fig. 11(a)389

Fig. 12. Radar measured gating platform motions with amplitudes of 20, 10,
and 5 mm, and periods of (a) 4 s, (b) 5 s, and (c) 6 s.

TABLE I
ACCURACY OF THE RADAR MEASUREMENT FOR VARIOUS MOTION PATTERNS

shows the reference for amplitude gating. The respiration signal 390

triggers the radiation on once its amplitude falls below the refer- 391

ence line. Fig. 11(b) shows the gating signals with a duty cycle 392

of 40.5%. For the Respiratory Gating Platform measurement, 393

the radar measured data are shown in Fig. 12. The platform 394

was configured to move at amplitudes of 5, 10, and 20 mm, and 395

with periods of 4, 5, and 6 s, respectively. These motion pat- 396

terns represent the common breathing parameters in the clinical 397

radiotherapy. It is seen that the radar sensor was able to accu- 398

rately capture all the respiration motion patterns with various 399

amplitudes and periods. The radar measurement accuracy for 400

various motion patterns is illustrated in Table I. The RMS er- 401

ror was obtained by comparing the radar measured movement 402

with the actual motion pattern of the gating platform. The mea- 403

surement error is mainly due to the radar system noise, such as 404

quantization noise, electronic noise, and environmental noise, 405

which introduces variations to the measured signal. However, 406

even with noise, it is shown that the proposed radar sensor has 407

a submillimeter measurement accuracy. 408
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The proposed radar sensor system has the potential applica-409

tion of real-time tumor tracking for motion-adaptive radiother-410

apy [3]. As mentioned in Section II, respiratory gating has to411

leverage the tradeoff between duty cycle and residual tumor mo-412

tion. However, this demerit is eliminated in the tumor tracking413

type of treatment, in which, the radiation beam is always on and414

dynamically follows the moving tumor in real time, as shown415

in Fig. 2(b). It is technologically more challenging than respi-416

ratory gating treatments. For radiotherapy treatments based on417

LINACs, tumor tracking can be implemented by tracking the418

tumor motion using a dynamic multileaf collimator that shapes419

the radiation beam [3]. In order for the radiation beam to dynam-420

ically follow the tumor, the location of the tumor must be known421

with high accuracy and in real time. Finding the accurate tumor422

location from external respiration measurement is currently an423

active research topic [11] and is beyond the scope of this paper.424

V. CONCLUSION425

A dc-coupled CW radar sensor has been presented to provide426

a noncontact and noninvasive approach for accurate respiration427

measurement in motion-adaptive radiotherapy. The proposed428

radar sensor is configured with adaptive dc tuning architec-429

tures and able to precisely measure movements with stationary430

moment, such as the respiration motion. The concept of a ra-431

diotherapy system with radar sensing has been introduced and432

described in the context of respiratory gating and tumor track-433

ing for motion-adaptive radiotherapy. The dc-coupled CW radar434

sensor was designed and its dc tuning capability was tested.435

Experiments were carried out to validate the radar sensor for436

measuring movements with stationary moment. The accuracy437

of respiration measurement using dc-coupled radar sensor has438

been experimentally evaluated using both physical phantom439

and human subject in a radiotherapy environment. It has been440

shown that respiration measurement with radar sensor while441

the radiation beam is on is feasible and the measurement has442

a submillimeter accuracy when compared with the commercial443

Respiratory Gating Platform. The proposed radar sensor pro-444

vides accurate, noninvasive, and noncontact respiration mea-445

surement and therefore has a great potential in motion-adaptive446

radiotherapy.447
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